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ment. Kerensky was the prime minister as well as minister of war and navy, although his deputies, with the title of minister, were in charge of the two service departments. Tereshchenko retained the foreign office and Chernov the ministry of agriculture. Of the eighteen members of the cabinet eleven were socialists; nevertheless, as Miliukov rightly noted, the second coalition was less radical than that of May 5, in which the socialists were in a minority. This distinction, however, was tenuous: the tenure of ministerial offices was increasingly ephemeral, and the Provisional Government became identified, in practice, with the person of Kerensky. The members of the July cabinet were his personal appointees. Kerensky, Tereshchenko, and Nekrasov (vice premier and minister of finance) were the only survivals from the first Provisional Government. Contrary to precedent, the new government issued no joint declaration of policy but merely an appeal signed by the prime minister. Written in Kerensky's unmistakable flamboyant style, the appeal spoke of the necessity of "iron rule" (zheleznaia vlast) and asserted that '"freedom welded by national unity and enthusiasm cannot be defeated. The Russian people will carry it out through blood and sufferings into a radiant future, will create for the good (blctgo) of mankind a new, free, and great Russia/' It would have been difficult to draw a more misleading picture both of Russia's conditions at the time and of prospects for the future.
SUBSTITUTES FOR PARLIAMENT
The brief span between the formation of the second coalition and the October coup d'etat was the twilight of the regime of which Keren-sky was the head, the inspiration, and the symbol. As viewed from the Smolnyr headquarters of the Soviet,8 and from the Winter Palace, where Kerensky established his residence after the July uprising, Russia's liberties were threatened from two sides: the real and growing danger of Bolshevism, on the left, and the spurious and problematic menace of counter-revolution and military dictatorship, on the right From the inception of the Provisional Government its claim to national leadership was vitiated by its inability to rely upon a representative popular assembly. The Soviets reflected the views of but a segment of socialist opinion and, even after the formation of the coali-
3 The transfer of the Petrograd SJoviet to the Smolny, a former convent and girls' school, was necessitated by the remodeling of the Taurida Palace for the meeting of the Constituent Assembly.

